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inaccurate and unreliable. You should avoid important decisions based on this information.
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. -endian..com/c/Nhhobanf/14-edirol-hyper-canvas-vsti-dxiv160-team-air-ray- . Q: SolrFieldType with the choice filter
(2 options) I'm new with Solr. I have a field that should be
filtered depending on what the user choose. I've studied the
tutorial of Solr, and I've tried to apply the code in this
example, but I don't achieve what I want. So if I write that
in the schema.xml: I get that query: and
(score(geog:/^$2^$3$4^$5/2.0) / 2.0) = 2 And I could write
an if statement inside the request handler:
if(geog.endsWith("$2") == true) //... But I want that the
user will choose one of the options I have inside the file
synonyms.txt. In the example fieldType the field defines
that there are two options ba244e880a
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